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Tweets by CoffeeGeek A-9 Coffee Mill is a replica unit of the original A-9 Coffee Mill designed by renowned industrial designer Egmont Arens in 1938. Smooth curves of metal and glass embodied a new era of performance and pleased housewives around the world with style and convenience. The original unit was discontinued in 1947. In 2003, KitchenAid again began producing A-9 Coffee Mill in
Greenville, Ohio. Although the device is very similar to the original unit, not all parts are interchangeable. Some models have removable burrs, while others don't. To determine if your does, look at the back of the base. If you see a screw in the middle of the back base, your has a removable burr that allows you to disassemble it into pieces and clean it. If you look at the bottom of the burr grinder, there will
also be one after the model number KCG200. The drills in the model -1 Coffee Mill can be removed periodically for cleaning. Keeping burrs free of build-up residue will extend the engine life of your KCG200 Coffee Mill, as well as keep them sharp for precision grind. It is important that you understand the insides of the device before you start removing burrs for cleaning. Turn off the coffee mill. Take charge
of the assembly jar securely and unscrew it from the engine case by turning the assembly of the can counterclockwise. Set the assembly jar aside. Find a removable burr screw set at the back of the coffee mill. Using a screwdriver of Phillips' head, turn the screw counterclockwise to loosen and remove the screw. Make sure you are not trying to remove the finger guard shown here. Rotate the anti-clockwise
resurfacing ring several rotations and remove it from the base. The stationary burr is located at the bottom of the grind ring. That burr with a drive pin on the engine shaft. Climb the rotating burr from the motor hull. Use a brush to clean the burrs to clean the rotating burr and stationary burr that is mounted at the bottom of the grind ring. (Note: Never wash burrs in water. After cleaning the rotating burr, place
it back on the motor shaft. Don't forget to line up the drive slot at the bottom of the burr with a drive pin on the engine shaft. Turn the rotating burr slowly to make sure the drive slot on the burrs in place on the drive pin on the engine shaft. With the right location, the engine shaft will turn when the rotating burr turns. Place the adjustment ring to the ground on the engine body. Tighten the adjustment ring to
grind, applying downward pressure and turning clockwise several rotations, while the adjustment ring of the grind cannot be turned on. To set the grind correctly, rotate the adjustment grind without clockwise before selecting the arrow on the base lines with M in the middle grind of choice. Replace the screw set and tighten with a screwdriver head Plug-in coffee mill. Check the device for the correct
operation in each grinding settings. If If Can't work the device when it's mounted on the Tine, then remove the screw set and turn the grinding adjustment ring back counterclockwise for another full turn until selecting the arrow on the base lines with M's medium grind selection again. Replace the screw set and retest the device at all the ground to grind again. It should easily turn into an all-setting grind.
Replace the bean bunker. The coffee mill is ready for use. If you would like to download or view literature for your device, please visit our Page Guide and Literature. Was this article useful? Page 2 1 2 Table Contents 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 Grinders are one of the keys to an exceptional espresso. Discuss them here. barberrian #1: Post by Barberrian December 2, 2017, 10:26pm Posted once about my
fascination with the Hobart KitchenAid grinder here: Let's see rafino's vintage electric grinder filters don't get a grind in the zone, so I had to try the new burrs that others have had success with after adjusting the A9 by removing the screw that will allow you to get the burrs closer to a very fine grinder. I found a reproduction of the A9 with a black upper burr holder sold for parts. Looks like one of the last burr
holders is made with a good piece of plastic to keep the beans from bouncing off the burrs. It was a good fit on my much older A9. It also grinds very well for the espresso with my blend one step back from the best burr setting. The best settings bind burrs, so I can't use that unless I find a way to customize. Interestingly, there is no need to pass the factory stop by removing the screw, which also limits the
adjustment. The new designs of the upper burr holder can be adjusted easily for the course grind of a drip or fine espresso. Adding space over index springs can be configured so that I can index up to a better stop indexed by a small screw if it is the correct width. There seems to be another problem. This old Hobart KitchenAid A9 is now so nice to use. Once the voids have been filled it has zero hold. It was
great for one dosing and very clean with the new spout I printed. I found a spout developed by Coolate on Thingiverse. I'll attach some photos. LMWDP #565 Maximizer #2: Message from Maximizer April 4, 2018, 3:43 p.m. This is a beautiful meat grinder! I've just found out about Hobart since I found vintage commercial grinders from them. I'm looking for a replacement burr, and I was wondering since they
built the same company in the same time period if burrs might be the same. Do you know the inner and outer diameter of your burrs? Pete, this is an interesting meat grinder, Corey. It doesn't seem to take too much counter space either. I pulled the C.A. apart again and really identical. I was fooled with the ring adjustment for a while and finally decided to ignore the instructions from the owner's guide and
apply common sense. I noticed that with the ring tightened almost all the way, the burrs would make a small little (and a faint ringing of noise) after the power outage, and they spun to a stop. I knew it was wrong. I decided to step back from the ring and tighten its screw set so burr contact would not be possible. My first attempt at this prevented the ring from moving one click in a subtle direction. The ring has
a stop at the bottom that hits the screw set, preventing it from traveling more than 360 degrees in any direction. I loosened the screw set and turned the ring enough to stop to pass the screw, and tightened it again. In doing so, I noticed something else that points to another error in the owner's manual. The M is now positioned above the installed screw at the back of the case. Instructions advise strutting it
over the indicator arrow to grind at the front. With M over the propeller, the ring now rotates clockwise until the word fine is above the arrow, and counterclockwise until the word rough is above the arrow, with a middle between them. That's exactly how he's supposed to behave. Following the instructions in the manual, I set the ring in the adjustment range, which would result in no grinding action at all when
turned completely in a thin direction, because burrs were making almost complete contact that would have destroyed them. By aligning the M with the set screw, now the room is at the best setting for beans to fit between burr. Oh. I can't believe how sloppy Whirlpool was with the instructions for this thing. Next: Chopping the beans for espresso later tonight. Built-in Grinder, Guide, Removable Burr, Extra
Coffee Container, Dishwasher Safe, Easy to Clean, Extra Coffee Container, Adjustable Coffee, Built-in Grinder, Dishwasher, Safe, Easy to Clean, Guide, Removable Burr, Adjustable Amount of Coffee, Built-in Grinder, Safe Light, Light Thank you, we'll see about that. This is. kitchenaid model a9 coffee mill
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